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Astavakra Samhita / Gita
Introduction :
•

Story in Mahabarata – “Vanaparva”.

1. Chapter 132 – 134 :
•

Parents : Kahor – Sujata.

•

Kahor cursed child and wanted it to be born as eight limbed – Astavakra for criticising
in chanting.

•

Bathed in river Samanga.. And all limbs became straight.

•

“Swami Vivekananda” changed after listening to Astavakra… published in 1931.

2. 3 fold criterion of truth :
•

Authority – Sruti.

•

Reason – Yukti.

•

Self realisation Anubava – Atmanubuti.

•

Monistic Vedanta discards the world of sense + intellect and all that revolves around
the conception of dualism.

•

In Vedanta, there is a task of proving the unreality of the objective world by appearing
to logic + authority.
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•

Authority is equated with self-realisation and is valid because it embodies the results
of realisation of seers of truth.

•

Its not in conflict with the demands of reason and transcends reason by the help of
supra-rational organon called self-realisation which directly intuits the truth.

•

Reason helps to discard what is untruth, but for realisation of positive truth, it is
incompetent and inadequate.

•

Philosophy relies upon reason as the only dependable organon. Therefore has failed
to command universal acceptance.

•

“Intuition” is Supra-intellectual organon / Supra – rational satisfy the demands of
reason in fall.

•

Vedanta holds the intellectuals of India due to the secret of reconciliation of reason
with supra-rational intuition.

•

Falsity of everything that presents itself as an other to consciousness is the
conclusion.

•

The self alone is real and all not self is appearance.

•

The false identification of self with self is cause of bondage.

•

Bondage is due to ignorance of the self.

•

Disappearance of ignorance – automatically entails the disappearance of not-self
which is its product.

•

Cause of all worry and unhappiness is due to existence of another.
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•

When self is realised as the only reality, difference and distinction vanish + freedom is
obtained.

•

Freedom is the very essence of the self and loss of freedom is only a case of
forgetting.

Example :
•

Man wears Gold chain and forgets its presence…

•

Man has money and forgets its presence…

•

Thru ignorance of our true nature we feel we are bound by our minds.

Feels miserable

Janaka :

•

How can we achieve freedom?

Astavakra :
•

Know the self as pure Consciousness, the unaffected witness of the phenomenal
world and you will be free – [I – 3]

•

Cultivate moral Virtues :
o Charity
o Forgiveness
o Sincerity

Moral discipline liberates the mind from
Octopus of sense objects + diverts it inwards

o Love of truth
3

•

Our pre-occupation with the objective world leads to conflicts / moral depravity.

•

The inward diversion of the mind enables aspirant to realise his independence and
detachment from the network of relations which constitute the phenomenal world.

•

So long as the mind sees another self, there is bondage.

•

Freedom consists of seeing nothing except the self and in everything.

•

The self is the Brahman, the undivided and undifferentiated consciousness – existence
– bliss and is not to be confounded with the ego?

What is Ego?

•

Ego is consciousness limited and distorted by the mind as light is distorted by Prism.

•

As soon as the person effects his liberation from the stares of the ego, he becomes
supreme bliss.

•

Mind feels with “Matter” or with “Consciousness”.

•

Freedom + bondage are purely the creation of ideation.

•

He who considers himself free is free indeed.

•

He who considers himself bound is bound indeed (I – 11)
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He who considers himself free becomes free indeed, and he who considers himself bound remains bound.
"As one thinks, so one becomes", is a proverbial saying in this world and it is indeed quite true.
[Chapter 1 – Verse 11]

•

Think yourself to be free, the eternal unlimited consciousness – Bliss and you will be
free + happy.

•

It is his own self that sustains + illumines the universe. [Important truth to be realised]

•

The whole universe lies on to his being.

•

Unity of self with all that exists is realised??

•

There is neither plurality of objects / subjects.. There is no subject.

•

The self –existent, infinite, consciousness plays the role of a number of subjects thru
its false identification with the mind organs – which are the creation of the
resourceful Maya.

•

Maya is principle of unreason… fountain of irrationality, enchantress of infinite
resources.

•

Maya is also embodiment of science and reason.
Science kills nescience

Reason wills unreason

Both embedded in Maya /
Prakrti / not-self principle
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•

Truth is Yoga – Sutra I – 12 .

The Self is witness, all-pervading, perfect, non-dual, free, Consciousness, actionless, unattached, desireless
and quiet. Through illusion, It appears as if It is absorbed in the world. [Chapter 1 – Verse 12]

Mind

River flows with 2 opposite courses

Towards Goods

Towards Bad

- Chance of discrimination and
leads to liberation.
- Discrimination sets free the
good course.

- Chance of nondiscrimination
and leads to bondage.
- Course arrested by
dispassion.

•

Therefore moral discipline emphasised in Shastras.
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Chapter III :
•

Craving for objects of senses lasts only so long as there is ignorance of the beauty of
the self.

Chapter IV :
•

Self is lord of universe – free from fear of death / tyranny.

Chapter V :
•

Four fold way to realisation.

Chapter VI :
•

Unreality of the outer world → Sentient + insentient.

Chapter VII :
•

Reaffirmation of truth.

Chapter VIII :
•

The psychological world also unreal / illusory appearance as the objective world.

•

Mind + ego – primarily responsible for bondage. They obstruct the vision of infinitude
of the self.

Chapter IX + X :
•

Moral values of life… hold this field of grip of desires.

•

Intellectual worlds unreal.
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Chapter XI :
•

Cultivate moods… and withstand onslaughts of fortune – good + evil alike.

Chapter XII, XIII, XIV :
•

Striving for liberation ceases before goal is reached.

Chapter XV :
•

Its verily thru ignorance, universe exists. In reality you alone are.

chapter XVI :

•

There is no Jiva / Isvara other than you.

Eka Jiva Vada :
•

One individual subject exists.

•

From transcendental point of view.

•

The absolute identity of self and negation of second principle / spiritual / material… is
the cardinal principle acknowledged by monoistic Vedanta.

•

In lower plane of reality, influence of Avidya is in force.

•

When Avidya is destroyed, there is no experience of second entity even in the
phenomenal plane.

•

The phenomenal world disappears with the cessation of its cause.
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Phases of Unreality / Orders of reality

Pratibasika
- Apparent

Vyavaharika
-

Conventional
Persistent
Consistent
Shines in borrowed light.
Has substratum of the absolute
self over which is appears.
- It has no existence whatsover.

Chapter XVIII :
•

Summing up of findings.

•

Nature of liberated soul – Jivanmukta..

•

Evokes a response from those who are in the shackles of the phenomenal world.

Chapter XIX and XX :
•

Reaffirmation of truth.

Astavakra Gita :
•

Product of same age as Bagawad Gita, older than Gaudapada Karika.
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Self – Witness in All

Chapter I

Verse 1 :

Janaka said : "Teach me this, O Lord! how can Knowledge be acquired? How can Liberation
come? How is renunciation achieved?“ [Chapter 1 – Verse 1]
Janaka Asks 3 Question :

•

How can knowledge be aquired?

•

How can liberation be attained?

•

How is renunciation possible?

What is Knowledge?
•

Realisation of identity of the individual self and the supreme self / Brahman which is
existence / knowledge + bliss absolute.

What is liberation?
•

Freedom from ignorance.

•

Destruction of all misery.

•

Attainment of supreme bliss.
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What is renunciation?
•

Unattachment to impermanent pleasure + pain from worldly objects is renunciation.
4 Qualifications required for
liberation

Viveka

Sadhana Chatustaya
Sampatti

Mumukshutvam

Vairagyam

Discrimination
between Real /
Unreal

Acquisition of 6
virtues

Intense longing for
liberation

Renunciation from
impermanent
objects

Sama :

•

Restraining propensities of mind.

Dama :
•

Restraining propensities of external sense organs through which mind attaches itself
to sense objects.

Uparati :
•

Withdrawing the self (forbearance).
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Titiksha :
•

Forbearance, willful acceptance.

Samadhena :
•

Self – settledness.

Sradha :

•

Faith on own self.

Renunciation :
•

Nothing to do with giving up possession. (Mentally identifying with no possessions).

•

Renunciation is not identifying with possessions or nonpossession.

↓
Desiring

↓
Rejecting

•

Unattachment is not indifference / not suppression of natural feelings of pleasure +
pain.

•

Attachment springs from concept of duality that there are more entities than one.

•

Individual + World.
↓
Self / Mind / Senses.
Within individual is consciousness

Individual = Consciousness identified with own body / mind / senses.
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•

He regards other individuals as different from himself ← As long as this identification
persists, individuals relationship with the world will be based ????

•

Concept of duality.

•

Resolved in conception of the unity of consciousness, the self in all beings and in all
things.

•

There is but one absolute existence.

•

Whatever is perceived by the mind and the senses is on a temporary appearance
superimposed on the self.

•

The self in all is thus the only reality.

•

The reality of the universe is in the self and not in its outer form.

What is state of Ignorance :
•

Living in the world, we ordinarily are not aware of the self as the only reality. We take
the superimposed form to be the reality. This state is ignorance…

•

Knowledge comes with the perception of the self.

•

Attraction / repulsion in the conception of duality.

•

We mistake the real content of our attraction for the objects of the world.

•

The self, the one real existence in all is the source of attraction to the objects of the
world..
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Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

He said : It is not for the sake of the husband, my dear, that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of
the wife, my dear, that she is loved, but for one’s own sake that she is loved. It is not for the sake of the sons, my dear, that they are
loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of wealth, my dear, that it is loved, but for one’s own sake that it
is loved. It is not for the sake of the Brahmana, my dear, that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of
the Ksatriya, my dear, that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of the worlds, my dear, that they are
loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of the gods, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake
that they are loved. It is not for the sake of the beings, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not
for the sake of all, my dear, that all is loved, but for one’s own sake that it is loved. The Self, my dear Maitreyi, should be realised –
should be heard of, reflected on and meditated upon. By the realisation of the Self, my dear, through hearing, reflection and meditation,
all this is known. [II – IV - 5]
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Attachment
- Sprays from ignorance.
- Objects viewed as real.

Unattachment
- Sprays from knowledge.
- Objects viewed as unreal.

Verse 2 :

Astavakra said : "If you aspire for Liberation, my child, reject the objects of the senses as
poison and seek forgiveness, straightforwardness, kindness, cheerfulness and truth as nectar".
[Chapter 1 – Verse 2]

Tip for liberation :
Positive Practices
- Control sense organs.
Be sincere :
- Be one in mind + speech.
- Essential virtue of spiritual
discipline.

Negative Practices
- Attachment to objects of
senses to be shunned as
bitter poison.
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•

Seek forgiveness / contentment / kindness / truth.. As nectar.

•

Cultivation of Virtues = Purification of Internal Sense, the mind.
So that it may reflect more the light of the self.

Verse 3 :

You are neither earth, nor water, nor fire, nor air, nor space. In order to attain freedom
know the Self as the "witness" of all these - the embodiment of pure Consciousness itself.
[Chapter 1 – Verse 3]
What is knowledge?
•

5 elements constitute the body / mind / universe.

•

Self is eternally distinct from them… it is “Consciousness” itself and is the witness of
Body / Mind / Universe.
Self
- Consciousness
- Witness of Body / Mind / Universe.
- Eternal.

Not Self
- 5 elements
- Body / Mind / Universe
16

What is liberation?
•

Liberation lies in knowing the self as a witness of Body / Mind / Universe.

Verse 4 :

If you detach yourself from the body and abide in Consciousness, you will at once become
happy, peaceful and free from bondage. [Chapter 1 – Verse 4]

What is renunciation?
Identify with
Self
- Consciousness witness of body.
- Happy / free from bondage.
- Self is never / ever affected by
body and mind.

•

Body (Non-self)
- You ascribe self with limitations of
the body such as birth / death/ old
age/ disease… we suffer misery /
bondage.
- Body + mind hide the glory of self,
like clouds hide the glory of the sun.

Constantly need to discriminate self + nonself (Body / Mind / Universe).
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Verse 5 :

You do not belong to the Brahmana or any such other caste. Nor do you belong to any station
in life (asrama). You are not perceivable by the senses. Unattached, formless and "witness" of
all you are, be happy. [Chapter 1 – Verse 5]
•

You are formless… Not perceived by outgoing sense organs.. Eyes / Ears / Skin / Nose /
Tongue.

Verse 6 :

Virtue and vice, happiness and sorrow are all attributes of the mind, not of yourself, O allpervading one! you are neither the "doer" nor the "enjoyer". Indeed, you are ever free.
[Chapter 1 – Verse 6]
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Belongs to states of Consciousness
•

Virtue + Vice

•

Pleasure + Pain → Mind… effect of virtue + vice / right + wrong actions on the mind.

→ Mind… Spring from right + wrong action.

↑

Virtue + vice / pleasure – pain affect us when
we think of ourselves as doers + enjoyers.
Verse 7 :

You are the one seer of all, and are surely ever free. Indeed, this alone is your bondage that
you see yourself not as the seer but as something different. [Chapter 1 – Verse 7]
What is bondage?
•

We see ourselves as Karta / Bokta not as Drishta / Seer – Sakshi / subject.
Remaining free as eternal subject /
witness of Universe is liberation

Identifying the self with body /
mind and Universe is Samsara
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Verse 8 :

You, who have been bitten by the great black serpent of egoism "I am the doer", please drink
the nectar of faith, "I am not the doer", and be happy. [Chapter 1 – Verse 8]
Ego
- Black serpent
- Causes spiritual deaths.

Nectar
- I am witness
- I am not doer.

Verse 9 :

Having thus burnt down the forest of ignorance with the fire of certitude "I am the one pure
Consciousness", and discarding all grief, be happy. [Chapter 1 – Verse 9]
•

Forest obstructs ones way.

•

Similarly ignorance obstructs vision of truth.

•

Only self – exists – “Nondual” – “Ekam”.
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Pure Consciousness
- Has self as object.
- Self effulgent
- Happiness

Our present Consciousness
- Has nonself as object.
Therefore grief.

Verse 10 :

You are that Consciousness, Bliss - supreme Bliss - upon which this universe appears superimposed,
like a snake on a rope. Live happily as that blissful Consciousness. [Chapter 1 – Verse 10]

- Rope has only rope reality.

- Snake has no
Reality

- Rope doesn’t really become a
snake.

- Pure Consciousness without
universe is the reality.
- (Like waker without dream
world).
- Pure Consciousness is
supreme bliss.
- Consciousness is substratum
of universe, is eternally pure
+ unaffected.

- World has no
reality / no real
existence
independently.
- How did God
create world?
- Like dream 2

- Through ignorance of rope, snake
seen on substratum of rope.
- Through ignorance of Pure
Consciousness self existing, world
is seen to exist on substratum of
Consciousness… therefore
appearance / Mithya.
- Body / Mind / Universe =
Superimposed Universe.
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We must
- Learn to disidentify ourselves with
the superimposed universe.

- Identify with Consciousness.
- By “Knowledge”.

Verse 11 :

He who considers himself free becomes free indeed, and he who considers himself bound
remains bound. "As one thinks, so one becomes", is a proverbial saying in this world and it is
indeed quite true. [Chapter 1 – Verse 11]
•

As one thinks, one becomes.

•

Self is ever free… is the reality.

•

It never enters into a stage of bondage.

•

Its our ignorance… we think ourselves as bound.

•

Its “our thought” which makes our supposed bondage persist.

•

Tip :
Constantly think of ourselves as eternally free self… we will realise we are ever free.
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Verse 12 :

The Self is witness, all-pervading, perfect, non-dual, free, Consciousness, actionless,
unattached, desireless and quiet. Through illusion, It appears as if It is absorbed in the world.
[Chapter 1 – Verse 12]
•

The self through illusion appears as if It is of the world… bound by desires of the
world and involved in the cycle of birth and reborn…

•

Self is witness / all pervading / perfect / one free, Consciousness, actionless,
unattached, desireless, quiet.

Verse 13 :

Having given up all external and internal fluctuations, and the illusion - "I am the reflected Self
(ego)", meditate upon the Self, as immutable non-dual Consciousness. [Chapter 1 – Verse 13]
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Identification of self
External

Internal

This is my body

I am happy / unhappy

•

2 self modifications.

•

I am the mind = I am the reflected individual self.
“Error”

Verse 14 :

My dear son, you have been bound by the rope of your body - Consciousness. Rend it asunder
with the sword of the Knowledge "I am Consciousness" and be happy. [Chapter 1 – Verse 14]
I am Body – Consciousness
- Noose of ignorance
- Without beginning
- Ends with dawn of knowledge.

I am Consciousness [Tip]
- Server ignorance with
knowledge.
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Verse 15 :

You are unattached, actionless, self-effulgent and without any taints. "You practise
meditation," and this indeed is your bondage. [Chapter 1 – Verse 15]
•

Tip :
Practice in Meditation.

•

I am unattached actionless, self-effulgent, without blemish.

Verse 16 :

You pervade this universe and this universe is strung or woven only in you. Really, by nature,
you are pure Consciousness. Do not give way to petty-mindedness. [Chapter 1 – Verse 16]
•

Tip :
Do not be small minded.

•

Self / Consciousness / is the substance of the universe.
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•

Gold is the substance of Ring / Chain.

•

Clay pot exists in clay.

•

Name + Form exists in substance without separate Existence.

•

I pervade this universe.. Universe exists in me.

•

I am pure consciousness by nature.

Verse 17 :

You are unconditioned, changeless, dense, of profound intelligence, serene and unperturbed.
Desire Consciousness alone. [Chapter 1 – Verse 17]
•

I am unconditioned, immutable, formless, of cool disposition of unfathomable
intelligence and unperturbed.

Cool :
•

Whose mind in not consumed by heat of passions!!

Unfathomable :
•

Beyond limitations of relative knowledge.

Unperturbed :

•

By external / internal phenomena.
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Verse 18 :

Know that which has form to be false and the formless to be changeless. Through this spiritual
instruction you shall escape the possibility of rebirth. [Chapter 1 – Verse 18]
Tip :
Body / Mind
- Has form
- Unreal

Self
-

Formless
Real
Permanent
Eternal

- Cycle of birth + rebirth is solely
due to identification of the
eternal self with body / mind.
- Its destroyed by knowledge of
true nature of the self.

Verse 19 :

Just as a mirror exists inside and outside the image reflected in it, so the supreme Self exists
27
inside and outside this body. [Chapter 1 – Verse 19]

Mirror

Exists within the image
reflected in it.

Exists without the image
reflected in it.

Image in the Mirror

Mirror

- Has no real existence.

- Exists by itself.

- It is mere appearance

- Without the image + within the

- Only the self exists
- Only the mirror exists

image.
- Body / mind / image have no

real existence.
- By being superimposed on the
Mirror / self, the image / body –
mind appear to exists.
•

Reflection can’t affect the mirror.

•

Body – mind can’t affect the self.
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Verse 20 :

Just as the same all-pervading space is inside and outside the jar, so the immutable and allpervading Brahman exists in all things and beings. [Chapter 1 – Verse 20]
All pervading space is inside +
outside the Jar.

All pervading self / Brahman exists
in all things.
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The Marvellous Self

Chapter II

Joy of Self – Realisation (25 Verses)
Verse 1 :

Janaka Said : O! I am the taintless, serene, pure Consciousness, and beyond nature. So long I
have spent my days bewildered by delusion. [Chapter 2 – Verse 1]
Janaka :
•

My illusion was :
due to identification of self with body / mind….

Verse 2 :

I, the One, illumine this body and also reveal this universe. Therefore, mine is all this universe
or indeed nothing is mine. [Chapter 2 – Verse 2]
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•

I alone reveal the Body / Mind / Universe
Being material in Nature

•

Therefore mine is all the universe. Because I am the substratum + illumine.

•

The light of the self alone can illumine the material / Jad Universe.

•

From the absolute point of view, I alone exist, universe has dependent existence.

Verse 3 :

O! having abandoned the universe together with the body, I now perceive the supreme Self
through the dexterity of some Teacher. [Chapter 2 – Verse 3]
•

The universe and body are mere appearances / unreal… and in reality no other than
the self.

•

Ring / Chain – appearances… no other than Gold.
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Verse 4 :

As waves, foam and bubbles are not different from the waters, so the universe, streaming forth
from the Self, is not different from the Self. [Chapter 2 – Verse 4]
•

Atman = Only substance of the Universe.

•

Clay = Only substance of the Pot.
Pot

Clay

Name

Form

Superimposed on clay
Universe

Self

Name

Form

Superimposed on Consciousness
Wave / Foam /
Bubbles / Sea

Water

Name

Form

Superimposed on Water

•

Therefore, Universe is nothing but the self + non-different from it.
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Verse 5 :

Just as cloth, when analysed, becomes nothing but thread, even so this universe, when
examined carefully is found to be nothing but the Self. [Chapter 2 – Verse 5]
•

Cloth = Thread

•

Universe = Self

They appear to be different is illusion

Verse 6 :

Just as sugar made from the sugarcane juice is entirely pervaded by that juice, so the universe,
produced in me, is permeated by me, both within and without. [Chapter 2 – Verse 6]
•

Sugar… pervades sugarcane juice.

•

Self… pervades universe…
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Verse 7 :

The universe appears from the "ignorance" of the Self, and disappears with "knowledge" of
the Self just as the serpent, indeed, appears from the "non-apprehension" of the rope and
disappears with its "apprehension". [Chapter 2 – Verse 7]
•

Rope – Snake
↓
When we know the rope, snake knowledge vanishes.

•

When we have knowledge of the self.. World doesn’t exist… through ignorance it
appears to exist.

Verse 8 :

Light is my very nature; I am nothing other than that Light. When the universe manifests,
indeed, it is I alone who shine. [Chapter 2 – Verse 8]
34

•

Nature of self is “Ever effulgence”.

•

Light is my very nature.

•

I am no other than light.

•

Whatever is manifested is nothing but the Self.

•

Manifestation of world.

•

Really implies the manifestation of the self.

Verse 9 :

O Marvellous! The universe appears in Me, misapprehended through "ignorance" just as silver
in the mother-of-pearl, snake in the rope, and water in the sunlight. [Chapter 2 – Verse 9]
Adhyasa :
•

Universe appears in me.
Example
Silver in pearl

Snake on Rope

Mirage water in Sunbeam
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Verse 10 :

Just as the pot dissolves into clay, the wave into water or the bangle into gold, so the universe which
has streamed forth from Me will attain dissolution in Me. [Chapter 2 – Verse 10]

•

Atman is substance of the universe which comes into being through the
superimposition of name + form.
Dissolves into
Wave

Water

Jug

Clay

Bracelet

Gold

Universe

Atman

Verse 11 :

O! Marvellous am I! Adoration to Myself who knows no decay and survives even the destruction of
the universe, from the Creator (Brahma) down to a blade of grass. [Chapter 2 – Verse 11]

•

I – absolute self has no decay and survive destruction of the world.
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Verse 12 :

Marvellous am I! Adoration of Myself, who, though with a body, am one, who neither
go anywhere, nor come from anywhere but ever abide pervading the universe.
[Chapter 2 – Verse 12]
•

Self is one… abiding in different bodies and undergoing all joys + sorrows…

•

Sun reflected in different waves. Appears many, but really one.

•

Self reflected in different bodies… appears many but is really one.

Verse 13 :

O! Marvellous am I! Salutations to Myself! There is none so competent in this world as Me, who,
am holding the universe eternally without touching it with My body. [Chapter 2 – Verse 13]

•

Self – untouched by body
↓
Eternal support of universe.
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Verse 14 :

O! Marvellous am I! Prostrations to Myself who have nothing, or all, that which is accessible to
speech and mind, belongs to Me only. [Chapter 2 – Verse 14]

•

Self – substratum of universe… + the reality.

•

Phenomenal world perceptible to the senses is illusion.

•

I am master of all that exists… of all that is thought or spoken of.

Verse 15 :

The "Knowledge", the "knowable" and the "knower" - these triple categories do not in
fact exist. I am that taintless Self in which, through "ignorance", this triad appears to exist.
[Chapter 2 – Verse 15]
• Knowledge / knower / knowable – do not exist in reality.
•

I am stainless self… in which triad appears thru ignorance.

•

All relative knowledge depends on subject – object relationship / consciousness…

•

Supreme knowledge transcends this consciousness of subject / object.

•

Self is free from both external + internal universe.
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Verse 16 :

O!The root of all misery is the sense of duality. There is no other remedy for this (misery)
except the realisation that all visible objects of experiences are unreal and that I am the nondual, pure Consciousness and Bliss. [Chapter 2 – Verse 16]
•

Root of misery = duality.

•

Remedy = realise that all objects of experiences are unreal.

•

I am pure, one, Consciousness + bliss.

Verse 17 :

I am pure Consciousness. Through 'ignorance' I have projected my equipments, such as the
body, upon the Self, Constantly reflecting thus I abide in the Self, purged of all mental
activities. [Chapter 2 – Verse 17]

Limitation
- Body
- Mind / Ego

Absolute
- Where duality vanishes and
self shine in positive glory.
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Verse 18 :

I have neither bondage nor freedom. The 'illusion,' having lost its support, has ended. O! The
universe, though it abides in Me, does not in fact exist in Me. [Chapter 2 – Verse 18]
Limitation
- We think ourselves as bound.
Therefore seek liberation
↑
Illusion Vanishes
↓
Ignorance is destroyed
Relative standpoint
- Universe exists.

Atman
- Eternally free / pure.

Absolute standpoint
- No universe
- Self alone exists.
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Verse 19 :

I have known, for certain, that the body and the universe are unsubstantial and that the Self is
pure Consciousness alone. So, now upon what can imaginations stand? [Chapter 2 – Verse 19]
Body + Universe

Self

Imagined

Pure Consciousness alone Exist

Verse 20 :

Body, the notions of heaven and hell, bondage and freedom, as also anxiety - all these are
mere imaginations. What purpose have I with all these - I whose nature is pure Consciousness?
[Chapter 2 – Verse 20]
Body / Heaven / Hell / Bondage
All imaginations

We consider them to be real, and
are impelled to act
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Verse 21 :

O Marvellous! I do not find any duality even in the midst of human crowds. I feel like I am in a
forest. Towards what then should I feel attachment? [Chapter 2 – Verse 21]
•

No duality.

•

Multitude of Human = Wilderness.. We feel alone.

•

In a crowd also, he is conscious of self alone.

Verse 22 :

I am not the body. Nor have I a body. I am not a being (ego). I am pure Consciousness. That I
had desired to live - this indeed was my bondage. [Chapter 2 – Verse 22]
•

I am not Body / I do not have a body.

•

I am not a Jiva.

•

Body → Inert Matter.
→ Self is pure Consciousness.

•

Therefore Not body.
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I do not have a body :

•

Self ever unattached and never identifies with the body.

Jiva :
•

I am not finite self.

•

The self identifying with the Ego = Jiva.

•

There is never a cessation of me the self, never death for me the “self”.

Verse 23 :

O Marvellous! In the limitless ocean of Me, when mental storms rise, diverse waves of worlds
are instantly produced. [Chapter 2 – Verse 23]
Only Self alone exists :
•

Universe is name + for superimposed on the self.

•

That gives appearance of reality to the world.

Wind subsides :
•

Waves subside / name + form vanishes.

•

Waves nothing but water.
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Verse 24 :

With the calming of the storms of the mind, in the limitless ocean of Myself, unfortunately for
the jiva, the trader, the ship of the universe gets wrecked and sunk! [Chapter 2 – Verse 24]
•

When Mind subsides → Jiva + Universe subside.

•

When mind manifest → Jiva+ Universe manifest.
↑
Trader.. Actions = Commerce
↑
Good + Bad products = Profit / Loss

Verse 25 :

Wonderful! Marvellous! In Me, the limitless ocean, the waves of individual selves, according to
their nature, rise, jostle about, play for a time and disappear. [Chapter 2 – Verse 25]

•

I am shorless ocean – Waves are individual Jivas.

•

According to their nature, Jivas rise – strive each other, play for a time and disappear.

•

According to Karmas of Jivas.
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Self in All – All in Self

Chapter III

Test of Realisation (14 Verses)
Verse 1 :

Astavakra said : Having known the Self in its true nature as indestructible and one, how is it
that you, a knower of the Self and one poised in wisdom, feel passion for the accumulation of
wealth? [Chapter 3 – Verse 1]
Ashtavakra’s accusations on Janaka :
Realisation :

•

Status of realised person – Chapter III + IV.

Liberated :
•

Realises at all times / under all conditions.

1) Whatever exists in the universe = Own self on which awareness of Body / Mind / Universe
is superimposed.
2) Has his being in the fullness of this self consciousness.
3) Remains unidentified with all actions of body / mind (senses / free from sense of egoism).
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Perform action with
Consciousness of Self alone

Perform action with Consciousness
of Body / Mind / Universe

- Dwelling on self alone.
- Unidentified with mental
and physical actions.
•

Beyond domain of Value judgement.

Verse 2 :

Alas! Just as, due to ignorance, a seashell is sought, mistaking it for silver, even so, due to the
"ignorance" of the Self, there is attachment to the illusory world of the senses. [Chapter 3 – Verse 2]

•

Attachment to things of the world.
↓

Because of ignorance of true nature of the objects / self.
Right Knowledge
- Self alone exists.

Objects of Senses
- World
- Illusion
- Therefore Shouldn’t be attached.
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Verse 3 :

Having realised, "I am That", from which the universe arises, like waves from the sea, why do
you run about like a wretched creature? [Chapter 3 – Verse 3]

Misery / Fear / Helplessness
Proceeds from Conception of
Universe other than our own self
•

All waves = Sea itself.

•

Universe = Our own self.

Verse 4 :

Even after hearing that the Self is pure Consciousness, supremely beautiful, how can one yet
be deeply entangled in sensuous objects and thus become impure? [Chapter 3 – Verse 4]
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Self knowledge

Attachment to sensual objects / lost

- Pure Consciousness / Beautiful.
- Serene / fearless / self contained.

-

Impure
Lust covets the body.
Increases body Consciousness.
Unclean condition of Mind.
Clouds spiritual Consciousness.

Both can’t exist together
Verse 5 :

This is amazing that the sense of ownership (mineness) should still continue in the wise men
who have realised "the Self in all beings and all beings in the Self". [Chapter 3 – Verse 5]
•

Sense of ownership / quality arises in which other things are considered to be existing
outside oneself.
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Verse 6 :

It is strange indeed, that one abiding in the transcendent non-duality and set for the goal
of Liberation should yet come under the sway of lust and distraught by his sexual habits.
[Chapter 3 – Verse 6]
•

Lust is enemy of knowledge…

Verse 7 :

Strange it is that knowing sex to be an enemy of Knowledge, even a man who has
grown extremely weak and has reached his last day should yet desire for sex-gratification!
[Chapter 3 – Verse 7]
•

One who discriminates the eternal and transient, is unattached to objects of this
world and the next.
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Verse 8 :

It is strange that one who is unattached to the pleasures of this world and the next, who
discriminates the eternal from the ephemeral and who aspires for Liberation, should yet fear
the dissolution of the body! [Chapter 3 – Verse 8]
•

Realised witnesses his own body acting as it were anothers…

•

Praise + blame – refers to bodily + mental actions.

•

Self has no connection with his bodily + mental actions.

•

Therefore is not affected by praise or blame.

Verse 9 + 10 :

The wise person ever sees the absolute Self and is neither pleased nor angry, indeed, even
when feted and feasted or tormented. [Chapter 3 – Verse 9]
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A great souled person watches his own body acting as if it were another's. As such, how should
he be perturbed by praise or blame? [Chapter 3 – Verse 10]
•

Seeing ever the self, one is not angry / whose mind is not agitated.

Verse 11 :

Realising this universe as a mere illusion and having lost all zest in life, how can even such a
man of poised intellect fear the approach of death? [Chapter 3 – Verse 11]
•

Universe is an illusion / non-existent.

•

Self is birthless / eternal / deathless.

•

Birth + death – illusory Phenomena.

•

Self not affected.

Verse 12 :

With whom can we compare that great sage, whose mind is free from desires; who, even in his
frustration experiences contentment in his Self-knowledge? [Chapter 3 – Verse 12]

•

He is fulfilled / content / all wants satisfied.
all desires extinct.
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Verse 13 :

Why should that wise minded man, who knows that the perceived world in its own nature, has
no substance, consider one thing acceptable and another unacceptable?[Chapter 3 – Verse 13]
Object of perception
Internal Universe

External Universe

Nothing / Non-existent
•

Self - Alone

Existent

Therefore, become unattached to all objects.

Verse 14 :

He who has given up all worldly passions from his mind, who is beyond the pairs of opposites
and who is free from desires, to him objects of enjoyment, unexpectedly reaching him, can
cause neither pleasure nor pain. [Chapter 3 – Verse 14]
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Pairs of Purva Pakshi :
Happiness / Misery
Heat / Cold
Arise from the contact of the senses
with pleasure / pain giving objects

They cause desire (Attraction) /
hatred (Repulsion)
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Glory of Realisation

Chapter IV

Glorification of Self Realisation
Verse 1 :

O marvel! The man of understanding, the knower of the Self, who plays the sport of life, has
no comparison with the deluded beasts of burden of the world. [Chapter 4 – Verse 1]
Janaka :
•

Joy + sorrows… play to man of realisation / Jugglers show.

Verse 2 :

O marvel! The yogin does not feel elated abiding in that state which Indra and others hanker
after and become unhappy (because they cannot attain it). [Chapter 4 – Verse 2]
•

Yogin is in Satchit Ananda state.
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Verse 3 :

Indeed, the heart of one who has comprehended the Self is not touched by virtue and vice,
just as the space is uncontaminated by smoke even though apparently it exists in space.
[Chapter 4 – Verse 3]
•

Self – not touched by Virtue / vice.

•

Sky – Not touched by smoke.

Verse 4 :

The wise man, who has known this entire universe to be the Self alone, acts spontaneously.
Who can forbid him? [Chapter 4 – Verse 4]
•

Entire universe = Self alone.

•

Realised – Doesn’t stop to evil actions.

•

All Samskaras annihilated before realisation.
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Verse 5 :

Of the four categories of existence, from Brahma down to a grass blade, it is the wise one
alone who has the capacity to renounce desires and aversions. [Chapter 4 – Verse 5]
4 Born / Entire creation

•

Jarayjuja

Andaja

Svedaja

Udbhijja

Womb

Egg

Sweat / warm vapour

Sprouting seed

Realised – Self + World = Brahman..
Sees one.
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Verse 6 :

Rare indeed is the one who knows the Self, as one without a second and as the Lord of
the universe. He does what comes to his mind and has no fears from any quarters.
[Chapter 4 – Verse 6]
Realised :
•

Acts under the impulsion of the effects of his past life (Prarabda).

•

No sense of doership.

•

Therefore Actions free / spontaneous.
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Four Methods – Dissolution of Ego

Chapter V

Verse 1 :

Astavakra Said : You have no contact with anything whatsoever. Pure as you are, what do you
want to renounce? Having dissolved the body-complex, enter into "laya" - the state of
dissolution. [Chapter 5 – Verse 1]
Ashtavakra :
4 Methods

State of Dissolution
- Merge relative consciousness
into absolute.

Absolute state
- Consciousness of Body / Mind /
Sense Vanishes.

Verse 2 :
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The universe rises from You, like a bubble from the sea, thus comprehend the non-dual Self. In
this way, enter into "laya" - the state of dissolution. [Chapter 5 – Verse 2]
•

Universe rises from you like bubbles rising from sea.
Water

- Substance of Sea
- Self

Bubbles

- Name + Form
- Apparent
- Universe / Superimposed.

Verse 3 :

The universe even though visible, because it is unreal, like the snake in the rope, does not
exist in you, who are pure. Thus, in this way, enter into "laya" - the state of dissolution.
[Chapter 5 – Verse 3]
Self
- Pure
- Rope

Snake
-

Universe doesn’t exist in self.
Superimposed on self.
Present to the senses
Non-real / illusory
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Verse 4 :

You are perfect and the same in pain and pleasure, in hope and disappointment and in life and
death. Thus, in this way, enter into "laya" - the state of dissolution. [Chapter 5 – Verse 4]
Self
- Alone exists
- Free nature

Ourselves other than self
- Therefore Joy / Sorrow / Hope /
despair Life / death.
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The Self Supreme

Chapter VI

Verse 1 :

Janaka Said : Infinite as space am I and the world like a limited jar; this is "true Knowledge".
There is nothing then to be renounced nor to be accepted nor to be destroyed.
[Chapter 6 – Verse 1]
Janaka :
•

I am boundless like space.

•

World – like Jar…
Pure Self

- Never limited

•

Space in Jar
- Universe has no separate
existence of its own.

Infinite space outside
- Illusion
- Like waking / dream

Existence only in name and form.

Verse 2 :
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I am like the ocean and the universe is like a wave : this is "true Knowledge". There is nothing
then to be renounced or to be accepted or to be destroyed. [Chapter 6 – Verse 2]
Oneness of Self :
•

Universe = Name + form – superimposed.

•

Water = Real substance

•

Wave = Name + form / apparent.

Verse 3 :

I am like the seashell and the illusion of the universe is like the silveriness, this is "true
Knowledge". There is nothing then to be renounced nor to be accepted nor to be destroyed.
[Chapter 6 – Verse 3]

•

I

Universe

Pearl

Silver / illusion

Therefore, can’t renounce world / accept world.
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Verse 4 :

I am, indeed, in all beings and all beings are in Me, this is "true Knowledge". There is nothing
then to be renounced nor to be accepted nor to be destroyed. [Chapter 6 – Verse 4]

I / Self
- Only substance of Universe /
Substratum.

Universe
- Superimposition
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That Tranquil Self

Chapter VII

Nature of Self Realisation
Verse 1 :

In Me, the shoreless ocean, the ark of the universe, moves here and there, driven by the wind
of its own mind (universal mind). I am not impatient. [Chapter 7 – Verse 1]
Janaka :

•

Wind tosses ship :
o Here + there.
o Ocean not affected by movement of ship.

•

Universe ever changing… doesn’t affect the self.

Verse 2 :

In Me, the limitless ocean, let the waves of the world rise and vanish spontaneously. I
experience neither increase nor decrease (of Me) thereby. [Chapter 7 – Verse 2]
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Wave
- Appears

Water
- With Name + form
- No increase / decrease in
substance.

World
- Appear

Self
- With Name + form
Superimposed on self.
- Name + form Vanish…
- Reality ever same

Verse 3 :

In Me, the shoreless ocean, is the imagined illusion of the universe. I am the profoundly
tranquil and formless. In this Knowledge alone, I abide. [Chapter 7 – Verse 3]
Knowledge :
•

World is appearance.

•

Self remains ever calm + formless.
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Verse 4 :

The Self is not in the object, nor is the object in this Self, which is infinite and taintless.
Hence, it is free from attachment and desire; it is tranquil. In this Knowledge alone I abide.
[Chapter 7 – Verse 4]
Self / Infinite / All pervasive stainless
- Not in the object
- Can’t be contained by Body / Mind.

Object
- Not in the self.
- Superimposed on the self.
- Do not really exist in the self.

Verse 5 :

O Marvellous! I am really pure Consciousness. The world is like a magic show. Hence, how and
where can there be any notion of rejection or acceptance in Me? [Chapter 7 – Verse 5]
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•

I am Consciousness.

World :
•

Jugglers show.

•

False

•

Illusory

•

Has no existence.

•

Visible

•

Therefore, no object can ever attract or repel me!
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Bondage and Freedom

Chapter VIII

Verse 1 :

Astavakra Said : It is bondage when the mind desires or grieves at anything; does reject or
accept anything; does feel happy or angry at anything. [Chapter 8 – Verse 1]

Freedom is attained when the mind does not desire or grieve, does not reject or accept, does
not feel happy or angry at anything. [Chapter 8 – Verse 2]
Bondage
- When Mind desires / grieves at
anything / rejects / accepts / feels
happy / angry.

Liberation
- When mind doesn’t desire / grieve /
accept / reject / feel happy / angry.

Desires / Grieving :
•

Modification of Chitta – Mind stuff.

•

Lake with ripples / muddy / agitate.
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True Self :
•

Depths of the lake…

•

We can Catch Glimpse of depth when water is calm / clear / no waves.

Mental Modifications :
•

Only when we identify with the Chitta – Mind stuff.

•

Therefore, can’t see the self.

•

Therefore, in ignorance + bondage.

•

When mind calm.. Free from modification… we attain liberation.

Verse 3 :

It is bondage, when the mind is attached to any of the sensory perceptions. It is freedom when
the mind is detached from all perceptions. [Chapter 8 – Verse 3]
Bondage
- Mind is attached to any sense
experience.
- Association with internal mental
modification.

Liberation
- Mind detached from all sense
experiences.
- Disassociation with internal mental
modification.
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Verse 4 :

When there is no ego-"I" there is "freedom", when there is ego-"I" there is "bondage".
Knowing thus, stop from accepting or rejecting anything playfully. [Chapter 8 – Verse 4]
Bondage
- When there is “I” / Ego.
- Identifies with Body / Mind.

Liberation
- No “I” / Ego.
- No identification with Body / Mind.
- Self = One without second
pervading whole universe.
- No desire / aversion.
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Indifference

Chapter IX

Detachment
Verse 1 :

Astavakra said : To whom do the conflicts of duties performed and not performed and of the
pairs of opposites belong? When do they cease? End for whom? Having thus fully enquired,
through complete indifference to the world, become passionless and be devoted to
renunciation. [Chapter 9 – Verse 1]
Astavakra :
•

Life mix of Joy / Sorrow…
Success / Failure…

- When we consider world = Real.
- Therefore, have sense of duty.

Good / Evil…
Way Out :
•

Realise unreality of world.

•

Renounce identification with world.

•

Religious rites / vow… presupposes – desire for earthly / heaven.
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Verse 2 :

Rare indeed, my son, is that blessed person whose passion for living, desire to enjoy and hunger to
learn and know have been extinguished by observing the ways of men.[Chapter 9 – Verse 2]

•

See suffering in world…

•

Realise, world can’t give eternal happiness….

Verse 3 :

The Man of Wisdom becomes serene by realising that this world indeed is transient, filthy with
the triple misery, worthless, contemptible and as something to be rejected. [Chapter 9 – Verse 3]

Misery caused by

Mind / Body

Caused by Animate /
inanimate objects

Caused by Adideivika

Adhyatmika

Adibautika

Floods / Earth quack
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Verse 4 :

What is that time or that age, in which the pairs of opposites do not exist for man? He
who, abjuring these, rests contented with what comes to him unasked, reaches perfection.
[Chapter 9 – Verse 4]
•

No time.. Where there is unalloyed Good / Joy / Evil / Sorrow.

•

Therefore no peace in life’s process…

•

Therefore, transcend the process.. Of relative life + attain peace.

Verse 5 :

Where is that man, who having observed the diversities of opinions among the great seers,
sages and yogins, and thus becoming completely indifferent, does not attain tranquillity.
[Chapter 9 – Verse 5]
•

Realised – has observed diversity in opinions of seers.
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Verse 6 :

What is that time or that age, in which the pairs of opposites do not exist for man? He
who, abjuring these, rests contented with what comes to him unasked, reaches perfection.
[Chapter 9 – Verse 4]
Realised :
•

Equanimous in friendship + enemity, happiness / misery…

•

Spiritual guide : Only one who has realised the truth.

Verse 7 :

Recognising the modifications of the elements as nothing in reality, but the five elements
themselves, you will at once be free from their bondage, and thus abide in your true nature.
[Chapter 9 – Verse 5]
Body / Mind / Senses :
•

Basic 5 elements.

•

Differing in patterns of combination.
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•

Patterns change + we consider one beautiful / ugly.

•

Moment you feel all things to be 5 elements, all likes / dislikes will Vanish.
Bondage
- Attraction to body / things of world.

Freedom
- Foregoing attraction
- Abiding in true self.

Verse 8 : Important Verse

Desires alone constitute the world; therefore, you please renounce them all. The giving
up of desires is the renunciation of the world. Now you may live anywhere you like.
[Chapter 9 – Verse 8]

Desire :
•

Binds us to the world + makes us think world is real.

•

Subjects us to birth / death.

•

Once we are free from desire…

•

Reality of world will Vanish + no rebirth.

•

Therefore renounce “Desire” + be free.
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Dispassion

Chapter X

Quietitude
Verse 1 :

Having given up "desire" (kama) which is the enemy, "wealth" (artha - worldly prosperity)
which is attended with mischief, and "piety" (dharma - performance of good deeds) which is
the cause of these two, cultivate indifference to everything. [Chapter 10 – Verse 1]
Ashtavakra :
Give Up :
•

Kama – Enemy.. Obstructs knowledge / binds us to the world.

•

Artha – Worldly prosperity – leads to harmful habits of mind.

•

Dharma – Good works.

3 aims of existence

↓
Gives us prosperity + Worldly enjoyment (Senseual).
•

To Attain Moksha… need to drop Dharma / Artha / Kama.
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Verse 2 :

Look upon friends, lands, wealth, houses, wives, presents, and other such objects of
fortune as a dream or as a magician's show, lasting only a few days - just three or five.
[Chapter 10 – Verse 2]
•

Wealth / Houses / Friends / … are dream / magic show for few days.

•

Unreal / transitory.

Verse 3 :

Know that to be the world wherever there is desire. Cultivating strong dispassion, go beyond
the desire and be happy. [Chapter 10 – Verse 3]
•

Where there is desire – there is the world.

•

Desire for sensual enjoyment leads man to various worlds and binds him.
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Verse 4 :

Desire is the soul of bondage and its destruction is said to be Liberation. By non-attachment
to the world alone does one attain the constant bliss of the realisation of the Self.
[Chapter 10 – Verse 4]

•

Bondage

Liberation

Desire

Destruction of Desire

Only by non-attachment to the world does one attain the constant joy of realisation of
the self.

Verse 5 :

You are the one, pure Intelligence. The universe is inert and unreal. Ignorance also is nonexistent. What then can you yet desire to know? [Chapter 10 – Verse 5]
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Universe

I am

- Non-intelligent / unreal nonexistent.
- Ignorance causes us to accept it as
real / existent.
- All nonself is non-intelligent.

- Pure – intelligence / Real
- All consciousness is consciousness of
the self.

Verse 6 :

Kingdoms, sons, wives, bodies and pleasures have all been lost to you, life after life, even
though you were attached to them. [Chapter 10 – Verse 6]
Why Renounce?
•

World is transient…

•

Even if we love, we can’t retain it for long.

•

Loose them every life… no use of attachment to things / beings.
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Verse 7 :

Enough of wealth, desires and pious deeds! In the wilderness of the world, the mind did not
find repose in these. [Chapter 10 – Verse 7]
•

Dharma / Artha / Kama – Worthless.

Verse 8 :

For how many births have you not undertaken hard and painful work with your body, mind
and speech? Hence, cease them, at least today! [Chapter 10 – Verse 8]
•

Present body / experiences… as a result of our actions in past life.

•

No lasting happiness.

•

Worldly actions spring from ignorance… and cause misery + bondage.
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Self as Pure Intelligence

Chapter XI

Wisdom
Verse 1 :

Astavakra said : He who has understood with certitude that change in the form of existence
and destruction is inherent in things, he becomes unperturbed and free from pains and easily
finds his peace. [Chapter 11 – Verse 1]
Ashtavakra :
•

Everything exists / changes and is destroyed nothing is permanent.

•

Mental disturbance and pain are caused by our attachment to transitory objects
taking them to be permanent.

Verse 2 :

He who has understood with certitude that God (Self) is the Creator of all and there is non else
here, becomes calm with all his inner desires melted away. He is no longer attached to
anything whatsoever. [Chapter 11 – Verse 2]
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•

Universe has risen from the self, exists in the self, dissolves in the self.

•

No existence other than the self.

•

Desires arise from thinking that there are other things and existences outside oneself.

•

There is only self + nothing else feeling of otherness goes, therefore there is peace.

Verse 3 :

He who has understood with certitude that misfortune and fortune come in their own time,
through the effects of past actions, becomes ever contented and has all his senses well under
control. He neither desires nor grieves. [Chapter 11 – Verse 3]
•

Adversity / prosperity due to past actions and come in their own time.

Verse 4 :

He who has understood with certitude that happiness and sorrow, birth and death, are all due to
the effects of past actions, does no more seek after the ordinary goals of life. He becomes free
from efforts. He is not attached (tainted) even though engaged in action. [Chapter 11 – Verse 4]
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•

Happiness / Misery

•

Birth / Death

•

I am not the doer of actions.

Due to effects of past actions.

Verse 5 :

He who has understood with certitude that it is anxiety and nothing else that brings sorrow in
the world, becomes free from it and is happy and peaceful everywhere with his desires melted
away. [Chapter 11 – Verse 5]
Care presupposes :
•

Identification of mind with worldly object.

•

Creates attachment / bondage.

Verse 6 :

I am not the body, nor is the body mine, I am pure Intelligence - he who has understood this
with certitude, does no longer remember what he "has done" or what he "has not done", as if
he has attained the state of aloneness (Kaivalya). [Chapter 11 – Verse 6]
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• I am not body / body is not mine.
• I am Consciousness…
• Work pertains to body / mind.. Not self…
• There is no identification with body / mind.
• Self realisation continues after destruction of body.
Verse 7 :

I am indeed in everything from the Creator down to a tuft of grass - he who has understood this with
certitude becomes free from all thought oscillations; pure and serene, he withdraws from what is
attained and what is not attained. [Chapter 11 – Verse 7]

•

Brahma – grass.. I am all

•

Doesn’t see anything outside self.

Verse 8 :

He who has understood with certitude that this manifold and marvellous universe is nothing (unreal),
becomes desireless pure Intelligence. he finds peace, as if nothing exists. [Chapter 11 – Verse 8]

•

Inner peace… of absolute state perceives the apparent existence of the universe.
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How to abide in the Self

Chapter XII

Abiding in the Self
State of Higher Realisation
Verse 1 :

Janaka said : I became intolerant first of physical action, then of extensive speech and then of
thought. Thus do I, therefore, abide in myself. [Chapter 12 – Verse 1]

Janaka :
•

Mind turns away from relative plane :
o Thought – Mind – subtle / mental
o Word – speech – vocal
o Deed – action - physical
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Verse 2 :

Having no satisfaction (attachment) in sound and the other sense objects and the Self being no
object of perception, I have my mind freed from distractions and rendered single pointed. Thus
do I, therefore, abide in myself. [Chapter 12 – Verse 2]
•

Perception possible only in state of duality.

•

Self is absolute. Therefore cannot be a knower of self / never object of perception of 5
senses.

•

To the knower of Brahman, everything has become the self.

•

Self is that owing to which all this is known.

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :
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Because when there is duality, as it were, then one sees something, one smells something, one tastes
something, one speaks something, one hears something, one thinks something, one touches something,
one knows something. But when to the knower of Brahman everything has become the Self, then what
should one see and through what, what should one smell and through what, what should one taste and
through what, what should one speak and through what, what should one hear and through what, what
should one think and through what, what should one touch and through what, what should one know and
through what? Through what should one know that owing to which all this is known? This self is That
which has been described as Not this, not this. It is imperceptible, for It is never perceived; undecaying, for
It never decays; unattached, for It is never attached; unfettered - it never feels pain, and never suffers
injury. Through what, O Maitreyi, should one know the Knower? So you have got the instruction, Maitreyi.
This much indeed is (the means of) immortality, my dear. Saying this Yajnavalkya left. [IV – V – 15]

•

Attachment to the objects of senses distracts mind and prevents it from being turned
towards the self.

•

Eternal self behind / beyond mind / speech / action.

Verse 3 :

An effort has to be made for samadhi (for concentration) only when there is distraction of the
mind due to one's own superimpositions. Seeing this to be the rule, thus do I, therefore, abide
in myself. [Chapter 12 – Verse 3]
•

Ideas of body / mind / egoism… are superimposed on mind (are distractions).

•

An effort is required to concentrate.
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Verse 4 :

Finding nothing as acceptable and nothing as rejectable and having neither joy nor sorrow, "O
Brahman!" thus do I, therefore, now abide in myself. [Chapter 12 – Verse 4]
•

Joy / Sorrow – accept / reject.. Possible only when we identify with sense objects and
create distinctions.

•

Self is one.. Perfect… all pervasive…

•

Therefore nothing to lose / gain…

Verse 5 :

A particular stage of life, or negation of it, meditation, control of mental functions
(mind) recognising these as cause of distractions in me, thus do I, indeed, abide in myself.
[Chapter 12 – Verse 5]
•

Self transcends stages / modes of life…

•

Grahasta / Brahmadana… (All have refer to body).
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Verse 6 :

Abstention from action is as much the outcome of ignorance as the undertaking of action.
Knowing this truth fully well, thus do I, indeed, abide in myself. [Chapter 12 – Verse 6]
•

Performance and abstention from work presuppose consciousness of the ego and the
external and internal worlds… this is ignorance.

Verse 7 :

Thinking on the unthinkable One, one resorts only to a form of (one's own) thought.
Therefore, giving up that thought, thus do I, indeed, abide in myself. [Chapter 12 – Verse 7]
•

Self beyond thought / not object of thought / meditating on it is creating a mode of
mind and is not Brahman… one must go beyond the limitations of mind and become
Brahman itself.
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Verse 8 :

Blessed is the man who has accomplished this. Blessed is he who thus fulfils himself by his
nature divine. [Chapter 12 – Verse 8]
•

Therefore, self beyond all actions – physical + mental.
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The Bliss Absolute

Chapter XIII

Happiness
Verse 1 :

Janaka said : The tranquillity, which is born of the awareness that there is nothing else but the
Self, is rare even for one who wears just a loin cloth. Therefore, by giving up the ideas of
renunciation and acceptance, I live in true happiness. [Chapter 13 – Verse 1]
Janaka :
•

Tranquility born of the Consciousness that there is nothing but the self is rare.

•

Renunciation presupposes egoism + attachment which spring from ignorance.

•

Therefore transcend both.

Verse 2 :

There is weariness of the body here, fatigue of the tongue there and distress of the mind
elsewhere. Having renounced this in life's goal, I live in true happiness. [Chapter 13 – Verse 2] 91

•

There is trouble in penance (body).. Study of scriptures (tongue) and in meditation
(mind).

•

Renounce all 3 and live happily!

•

Application of body / mind / speech presupposes imperfection…

•

Cessation of striving / complete detachment come with self realisation.

•

Seer knows himself distinct from all his actions – physical / vocal / mental.

•

Therefore completely detached + truly inactive.

Verse 3 :

Understanding fully that nothing whatsoever is really done by the Self, I do whatever presents
itself to be done and so, I live in true happiness. [Chapter 13 – Verse 3]
What is done is done by :
•

Body / mind / senses accompanied by ego.

•

Self is beyond all these.

•

Body + mind work… self remains unattached.

•

Past actions responsible for present body.
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Verse 4 :

The spiritual seekers (yogins), who are attached to the body, insist upon action or inaction.
Divorced from both association and dissociation, I live in true happiness.[Chapter 13 – Verse 4]
•

Action / inaction… who have body idea.

Verse 5 :

No good or evil can be associated with my staying, going or sleeping. So whether I stay or go or
sleep, I live in true happiness. [Chapter 13 – Verse 5]
•

Good / evil… are results of actions done by Body + Mind.

•

Results of action do not affect one who is not attached to Body / Mind.

•

As long as one is in the body…

•

One does various actions…

•

They make no difference to the inner consciousness of the man of self knowledge.
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Verse 6 :

I do not lose anything by sleeping, nor gain anything by striving. So giving up thoughts of loss
and delight, I live in true happiness. [Chapter 13 – Verse 6]
•

Give up thoughts of Loss of pleasure / and elation… + live happily.
↓
Due to acquisition of worldly thing

Verse 7 :

Observing again and again, the fluctuations of the forms of pleasures and so on,
in different circumstances, I have renounced good and evil and I live in true happiness.
[Chapter 13 – Verse 7]
•

Happiness / sorrow… products of circumstances.. Not of eternal self.

•

In eternal self.. There is real / absolute happiness.

•

Good / evil associated in our minds with happiness + sorrow.
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Tranquility

Chapter XIV

Tranquility
Verse 1 :

Janaka said : He indeed has his recollections of worldly life extinguished who becomes void
minded spontaneously, who thinks of sense objects only by chance and who is, as it were,
awake though physically asleep. [Chapter 14 – Verse 1]
Janaka :
Recollection :
•

Effects of past good / evil actions.

•

Consequent birth and rebirth.

For Realised :
•

Effects of part action destroyed for Ever.

•

Present action don’t leave effect upon the mind,.

•

Is devoid of desires / Samskaras / Impressions and knowledge of objects.. But full of
Luminous consciousness of the self alone.
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•

As long as body remains, he is casually consciousness of the phenomenal world… due
to Prarabda Karma… which continues to function.

•

For realised, consciousness of phenomenal world is apparent and unsubstantial.

•

He is empty minded!!!

Sleep :
•

Clouds our consciousness. But realised.. Ever full of knowledge of the self.. And not
obstructed even in sleep.

Verse 2 :

When once the desires have melted away, where are my riches, where are my firnds, where
are the thieves in the form of sense objects, nay, where are the scriptures and knowledge
itself? [Chapter 14 – Verse 2]
Objects of Senses :
•

Rob us of the perception of the self.
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Verse 3 :

As I have realised the supreme Self who is the 'witness' and the Lord, the Purusa and have
become indifferent both to bondage and Liberation, I (now) feel no anxiety for my
emancipation. [Chapter 14 – Verse 3]
•

Eternal – ever free – ever blissful Atma – witness transcends consciousness of
bondage / freedom.

•

Therefore indifferent to both.

Verse 4 :

The different conditions of a wise man, who, devoid of any thoughts within, outwardly roams
about at his own pleasure like a deluded man, can only be understood by those like him.
[Chapter 14 – Verse 4]
•

Free from all doubts / uncertainities.
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Brahman – The Absolute Reality

Chapter XV

Knowledge of the Self
Verse 1 :

Astavakra said : A person of pure Intelligence realises the Self even by instruction casually
imparted. A man of impure intellect is confused in trying to realise the Self, even after
enquiring throughout his life. [Chapter 15 – Verse 1]
Pure Intellect :
•

Free from Rajas / Tamas and is full of Satwa.
↓

↓

Passion Darkness
•

Little instruction enough for qualified.

•

Unqualified misconceives nature of Atman.
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Verse 2 :

Distaste for sense objects is Liberation; passion for sense objects is bondage. Such indeed is
Knowledge. Now you do as you please. [Chapter 15 – Verse 2]
Love for Sense Objects

Non-attachment for Sense Objects

Bondage

Liberation

Very true!

Verse 3 :

This knowledge of the Truth makes an eloquent, wise and active person, mute, inert and
passive. Therefore, it is shunned by those who wish to enjoy (the world).[Chapter 15 – Verse 3]
•

Aspirant becomes silent / inert / inactive.

•

All talking / knowing / doing ceases outcome of deep realisation.
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Verse 4 :

You are not the body, nor is the body yours. You are neither the 'doer' nor the 'enjoyer'.
You are Consciousness itself, the eternal, indifferent witness. You go about happily.
[Chapter 15 – Verse 4]
You
- Not body
- Body not yours

- Not doer
- Nor enjoyer

You are consciousness
Itself / eternal witness
and free

Verse 5 :

Passions and aversions are the qualities of the mind. The mind is never yours.
You are Intelligence itself free from all fluctuations and changeless. You go about happily.
[Chapter 15 – Verse 5]
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Attachment / Abhorrence
- Attributes of the mind
- Mind never mine!

I am intelligence itself
- Free from conflict.
- Changeless

•

Aspirant neither loves / hates.

•

To do is to identify with ones self with the mind and thus lose the awareness of ones
true nature.

Verse 6 :

Realising the Self in all beings and all beings in the Self, free from "I-ness" and free from
"mine-ness", May you be happy. [Chapter 15 – Verse 6]
•

Aspirant feels he is essence and reality of all things and that all things exists in him.

•

Our present consciousness of our limitations and our separateness from all other
beings and things is due to our identification with the mind. Which with categories
Time / space / causation has created various form.

•

Disidentify with mind + these forms will vanish. One will remain with self.. Which is
universe + individual – self.
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Verse 7 :

O you, pure Intelligence! In you the universe manifests itself like waves in the ocean. Be you
free from the fever of the mind. [Chapter 15 – Verse 7]
•

Universe is no other than the self.

•

Self is the only substance pervading the universe.

•

Fever for objects of the world arise out of ignorance of true nature of the self.

Verse 8 :

Have faith, my son, have faith! Have no delusion about this! You are Knowledge itself. You are
the Lord. You are the Self. You are beyond nature. [Chapter 15 – Verse 8]
•

You are beyond nature. You are knowledge itself.

•

Universe is really nothing?
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Verse 9 :

The body composed of the constituents of nature, comes, stays and goes away. The Self
neither comes nor goes. Why, then, do you mourn over it? [Chapter 15 – Verse 9]
Body

-

Composed of Prakrti.
With 3 Gunas
Sattva – Goodness
Rajas – Passion
Tamas - Darkness

Self

- Distinct from body
- Doesn’t mix with nature.

Verse 10 :

Let the body last to the end of the cycle (kalpa) or let it go just today itself? Where is there any
increase or decrease in you, who are pure Intelligence? [Chapter 15 – Verse 10]
•
•
•

You are pure intelligence… Let the body go even today.
You are Immutable…
You are not changing….
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Verse 11 :

In you, who are the infinite ocean (of Consciousness), let the waves of the universe
spontaneously rise and disappear. There can be no gain or loss to you. [Chapter 15 – Verse 11]

•

Universe rises + falls in you the Consciousness.
↓
Creation / Resolution

•

Waves rise + fall… do not affect ocean.

•

Self is beyond time + causation.

•

Creation + dissolution are in time. They are superimpositions on infinite self.

Verse 12 :

O Son! You are pure Intelligence itself. This universe is nothing different from you. Therefore,
how, where and whose can be the ideas of acceptance and rejection? [Chapter 15 – Verse 12]
•
•

Universe not different from you.
Therefore no question of acceptance / rejection. I alone exist. No space / reality
outside me.
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Verse 13 :

From where will there be birth, activity and even the ego sense, for you who are the one,
immutable, serene, stainless, pure Consciousness? [Chapter 15 – Verse 13]
•

One is self existent – Therefore No Birth.
Immutable – Therefore Can’t be born.

Egoism :
• First offspring of ignorance.
• Produces sense of duality and which manifests the manifold universe.
Pure :
• Space of intelligence.
• Cit of intelligence.
• Cit is like Akasha.. All pervasive / unaffected.
3 different Akashas
Mahakasha
- Ordinary space

Citakasha

- Mental space where we
imagine, dream,
(Supersensibly perceived)

Chidakasha

- The intelligent space.
- The space in which self
perceives itself.
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Chidakasha :

•

Here space is not something different from perceiver and perceived. It is all one –
there is neither subject / object.

•

Therefore space is here identical with the self.

Verse 14 :

You alone manifest as whatever you perceive. Do bangles, armlets and anklets appear different
from gold? [Chapter 15 – Verse 14]
Self
- Only reality
Gold
- Only Reality
•

Universe = Name + form
- Superimposed on self.
- All ornaments are nothing
but Gold

You alone appear as whatever you perceive.
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Verse 15 :

Totally give up all such distinctions as "I am He" and "This I am not". Consider all as the Self
and be desireless and happy. [Chapter 15 – Verse 15]
•

Consider all he / this as self and be desireless + happy.

•

Distinction is born of ignorance.

•

Universe has no separate existence apart from self.

Verse 16 :

It is through your "ignorance" alone that the universe appears to exist. In reality you
are the One. Other than you there is no individual self (jiva) nor supreme Self (Atman).
[Chapter 15 – Verse 16]
•

So long as universe exists, the self is conceived in two aspects – individual and
absolute.
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Individual Aspect
- Tvam migratory / passing
thru rounds of births / deaths.
•

Absolute Aspect
- Eternal / unchanging.

Distinction between individual + absolute is unreal.

Verse 17 :

One who understands with certitude that this universe is but an illusion and is nothing, becomes
desireless and pure Intelligence and finds serenity, as if nothing exists. [Chapter 15 – Verse 17]

•

One who knows universe is illusion and nothing becomes desireless / pure
intelligence and finds peace as if nothing exists.

Verse 18 :

In the ocean of existence the one Self only was, is and will be. There is neither bondage nor
Liberation for you. Live fulfilled and roam about happily. [Chapter 15 – Verse 18]
Be Contented :
•

There is nothing to desire.

•

bondage / freedom of the self – one without a second.
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Verse 19 :

O pure Intelligence! Do not disturb your mind by affirming and negating things. Silencing
them, abide happily in your own Self, which is an embodiment of the Bliss Absolute.
[Chapter 15 – Verse 19]
•

Do not affirm / negate… be calm + abide in self.

Verse 20 :

Completely give up even contemplation and hold nothing in your mind. You are indeed the
Self, ever free. What will you do by meditation? [Chapter 15 – Verse 20]

•

Give up contemplation… hold nothing in your mind.

•

Contemplation – Presupposes duality of consciousness.

•

Which is born of ignorance…

•

Dwell on the consciousness of eternal self… which is one and ever free.
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Self-abidance - Instruction

Chapter XVI

Special Instruction
Verse 1 :

Astavakra said : My son! You may speak many times in many ways, upon the various
scriptures, or hear them. But you cannot get established in the Self, unless you forget all.
[Chapter 16 – Verse 1]
•

You have to forget all scriptures and then be established in the self.

•

Self Atma exists and all else is false / unreal.

•

Self matter of actual experience not mere intellectual knowledge.

•

Destroy ignorance and be conscious of self alone and perceive everything else as
nothing but the self itself.

Verse 2 :

O wise one! You may enjoy the world or undertake work or practise mental concentration
(samadhi). But your mind will still yearn for your own true nature, which is beyond all objects
and in which all desires are extinguished. [Chapter 16 – Verse 2]
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•

Your mind will yearn for your own true nature beyond all objects and which desires
are extinguished.

•

One can’t enjoy everlasting bliss except in the realisation of ones own true nature.

Verse 3 :

Because they exert themselves, all are unhappy. But none (knows) appreciates this. Through
this instruction alone the blessed one attains Liberation. [Chapter 16 – Verse 3]
•

Desire satisfied + unsatisfied is cause of misery.

•

Satisfied desires produces first satiety and afterwards more desires.

Verse 4 :

Happiness belongs to that master idler who feels distressed even at the effort of opening and
closing his eyes! It belongs to none else. [Chapter 16 – Verse 4]

•

Self realised completely inactive.
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Verse 5 :

When the mind is free from such pairs of opposites as "this is done" and "this is not yet done",
it becomes indifferent to righteousness, wealth, desire and Liberation. [Chapter 16 – Verse 5]
•

Sense of duty arises from desire.

Verse 6 :

One who has aversion for sense objects is considered as "not-sensual", and one who covets
them is "sensual". But he who does not accept or reject is neither "sensual" nor "not-sensual".
[Chapter 16 – Verse 6]
•

At a higher state, there is no thought of accepting / rejecting anything.
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Verse 7 :

As long as desire, which is the root of the state of non-discrimination, exists, so long there will
indeed be the sense of acceptance and aversion which are the branch and sprout of the tree of
samsara. [Chapter 16 – Verse 7]
•

Desire continues… is the root of state of indiscrimination… shoot of tree of Samsara.

Verse 8 :

Activity begets attachment and abstention from it generates aversion. The wise man is
free from the pairs of opposites, like a child and indeed, is well-established in the Self.
[Chapter 16 – Verse 8]
•

Desire robs us of the power of understanding the true nature of the world. It makes
us consider unreal to be real + real to be unreal.
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Verse 9 :

One who is attached to the world, wants to renounce it in order to avoid its miseries; but one
without attachment is free from sorrow and does not feel miserable even in the world.
[Chapter 16 – Verse 9]
•

Wise indifferent to both activity / inactivity.
↓

Attachment / Aversion
•

Its not the world but attachment to it that is the root of all misery. Free from
attachment one can live as happily in the world as anywhere else.

Verse 10 :

He who has an ego sense even towards Liberation and he who considers even his body
as his own, he is neither a jnani nor a yogin. He is merely a sufferer of misery.
[Chapter 16 – Verse 10]
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Abhimana

Ego

Self conceit

Knowledge

Becoming proud of
spiritual achievements

I shall be free / I am
free = Ego
Verse 11 :

Even if Siva, Visnu or the lotus born creator - Brahma - be your instructor, yet, unless you forget
all, you cannot achieve abidance in the Self. [Chapter 16 – Verse 11]
•

We must be aware of self alone, Original Consciousness forgets all. To be aware of
anything else is to create division in consciousness.
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Aloneness of the Self

Chapter XVII

The True Knower
Verse 1 :

Astavakra said : My son! You may speak many times in many ways, upon the various
scriptures, or hear them. But you cannot get established in the Self, unless you forget all.
[Chapter 17 – Verse 1]
•

Knowing himself as all, enjoys being alone…

•

So long as senses are attached to their objects, they are impure.

•

He is the whole universe and there is nothing other than he.

•

Knowing himself as all, he is contented.

•

As he is the whole universe there is nothing other than he.

Verse 2 :

Oh! The knower of Truth knows no misery in this world, for the whole universe is filled by
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himself alone. [Chapter 17 – Verse 2]

•

Sense of misery only with perception of duality.

•

Whole universe is filled by himself alone.

Verse 3 :

No sense objects ever please the one who is contented in the Self, just as the margosa (nima)
leaves do not please an elephant who delights in sallaki leaves. [Chapter 17 – Verse 3]
•

Perennial source of absolute bliss is the self.

•

Nothingness in sense objects.

Verse 4 :

Rare in the world is he on whom impressions are not left of things which he had experienced
or one who does not hanker after things not yet enjoyed. [Chapter 17 – Verse 4]
•

He is free from sense of I + Mind.

•

Therefore has nothing else to identify himself.

•

Therefore actions do not leave any impression in the mind.
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•

Sense objects do not have any attraction for him!!

•

He is not attached to objects of the world!

Verse 5 :

Those who seek worldly enjoyments and those desirous of Liberation, both are found in this
world. But rare indeed is the noble-minded sage who is not desirous of either enjoyment or
Liberation. [Chapter 17 – Verse 5]
•

Consciousness of bondage / liberation
↓

All imperfections

Enjoyment
• Therefore Rane : One who is not desirous of enjoyment / liberation.
Verse 6 :

Rare is the broad - minded person who has neither attraction for nor aversion to piety, worldly
prosperity, desire fulfilment and liberation as well as any attraction for life or aversion to
death. [Chapter 17 – Verse 6]
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•

Man of self knowledge ever conscious of himself as eternal.. He has no body idea –
Life / Death meaningless to him.

Verse 7 :

The Man of Wisdom does not feel any longing for the dissolution of the universe or any
aversion towards its existence. He, the blessed one, therefore, lives happily in whatever
subsistence turns up, as his lot, unasked. [Chapter 17 – Verse 7]

•

Ego is completely annihilated.

Verse 8 :

Being fulfilled by this wisdom of the Self and with his mind absorbed and contented in the Self,
the wise man lives happily - seeing, hearing, touching, smelling and eating. [Chapter 2 – Verse 8]

•

Internal consciousness that differentiates a man of knowledge from an ordinary
human being. Internally – ever free.

•

Never identifies himself with the objects of senses!!

•

Ignorant always identifies himself with the objects of senses.
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Verse 9 :

There is no attachment or aversion for one in whom the ocean of the world has dried up.
His gaze becomes vacant. His bodily actions are purposeless and his senses inoperative.
[Chapter 2 – Verse 9]
•

Ocean of world = Samsara.

•

Desires move us hither + thither.

•

On self knowledge – ignorance is removed and its resultant karmas + desires.

Verse 10 :

The Man of Wisdom neither keeps awake nor sleeps. He neither opens nor closes his eyes. Oh!
The liberated soul anywhere enjoys the supreme state of Consciousness. [Chapter 17 – Verse 10]

Liberated
- Not awake
- Does not seek objects of the world.

- Ever conscious of the self.
- Therefore not sleeping
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Verse 11 :

The liberated one is found everywhere abiding in the Self and is undefiled by desires under all
conditions. Freed from all vasanas, he revels. [Chapter 17 – Verse 11]
Liberated :
• Pure in heart … not attached to worldly object.
Verse 12 :

Seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, eating, accepting, speaking and walking, the noble-minded
one, free from all attachments and aversion, is indeed liberated. [Chapter 17 – Verse 12]

True Knowledge
Not cessation of action

But Absence of attachment

Above action
+ inaction
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Verse 13 :

The liberated one neither abuses nor praises. He neither rejoices nor is he angry. He neither
gives nor receives. He is free from enjoyment in all objects. [Chapter 17 – Verse 13]
• Neither slanders / praises.
• Neither Rejoices / angry
• Neither gives / takes.
Verse 14 :

The noble-minded one is not perturbed and remains self-poised at the sight of a woman full of
passion, as well as of approaching death. He is, indeed, liberated. [Chapter 17 – Verse 14]

• Not perturbed.. With sight of women.
• Not perturbed… with death.
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Verse 15 :

The wise one who sees the same everywhere, sees no difference between happiness and
misery, man and woman, fortune and misfortune. [Chapter 17 – Verse 15]
No difference between :
• Happiness / misery.
• Man / Woman.

• Prosperity / Adversity.
Verse 16 :

In the man, whose worldly life is exhausted, there is neither compassion nor violence, neither
humility nor pride; neither wonder nor agitation. [Chapter 17 – Verse 16]

• Transcends limitations of human nature opposites of birth / death do not exist in him.
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Verse 17 :

The liberated one has neither aversion nor craving for the objects of the senses.
Ever with detached mind, he experiences both what is attained and what is not attained.
[Chapter 17 – Verse 17]
• Neither Abhors / craves for sense objects which are due to attachment.
• Experiences as they come.
Verse 18 :

The wise man of empty mind does not know the mental alternatives of contemplation and
non-contemplation, of good and evil. He abides, as it were, in the state of Aloneness.
[Chapter 17 – Verse 18]

• Mind filled with consciousness of self alone.
• No desires rise in the mind.

• Therefore vacant mind.
• Therefore no conflict of contemplation + non-contemplation / good – evil.
• Conflicts arise in consciousness of relative life alone.
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Verse 19 :

Devoid of the feelings of "I-ness" and "my-ness", knowing for certain that nothing is and with
all his inner desires melted away, the wise man does not act, though he may appear to be
acting. [Chapter 17 – Verse 19]
Action
- Is with ego on part of doer.

Man of knowledge
- Transcends ego.
- Therefore actions have no
binding effects.

Verse 20 :

An indescribable state is attained by the sage whose mind has melted away, whose
functions having ceased to operate and who is free from delusion, dreaming and dullness.
[Chapter 17 – Verse 20]
• Mind melted away. Minds functions cease to operate.
• Free from delusion / dreaming / dullness/ inertia which obstruct vision of reality.
• Vrittis cease to operate.. All destroyed!
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